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ABSTRACT

A Predictor Response Process model (see Ployhart, 2006) and research findings were leveraged to formulate research questions about, and generate construct validity evidence for, a new situational judgment test (SJT) designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge. The first question asked if SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) moderated the validity of an SJT in a maximum performance context. The second question asked what the upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient is for SJTs in talent selection contexts in which typical performance is the criterion of interest. The third question asked whether the SJT used in the present study was fair for gender and ethnic-based subgroups according to Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness. Participants were randomly assigned to complete an SJT with either ‘Should Do’ or ‘Would Do’ response instructions and their maximum decision making performance outcomes were captured during a moderate fidelity poker simulation. The findings of this study suggested knowledge, as measured by the SJT, interacted with response instructions when predicting aggregate and average performance outcomes such that the ‘Should Do’ SJT had stronger criterion-related validity coefficients than the ‘Would Do’ version. The findings also suggested the uncorrected upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient for SJTs in selection contexts is at least moderate to strong ($\beta = .478$). Moreover, the SJT was fair according Cleary’s definition of test fairness. The implications of these findings are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Situational judgment tests (SJTs) have been used since 1873 (e.g., Ansbacher, 1941; Binet, 1905; File, 1945; Kite, 1916; Moss, 1926; Simoneit, 1938) but modern variations have recently remerged as popular assessment tools (e.g., Weekley & Ployhart, 2006a). SJTs are comprised of item stems, response instructions, standardization rules, and when a forced choice format is used, a set of response alternatives. SJTs are often used as assessment tools in human capital management initiatives such as those involving talent selection (see Alignmark, 2001; Chan & Schmitt, 2002; Clevenger, Jockin, Morris, & Anselmi, 1999; Clevenger, Pereira, Wiechmann, Schmitt, & Harvey, 2001; Harvey, Morath, Christopher, & Anderson, 2003; Joiner, 2002; McDaniel, Yost, Ludwick, Hense, & Hartman, 2004; Motowidlo, Dunnette, & Carter, 1990; Motowidlo, Hanson, & Crafts, 1997; Oswald, Schmitt, Kim, Ramsay, & Gillespie, 2004; Peters & Lievens, 2005; Ployhart, Weekley, Holtz, & Kemp, 2003; Pulakos & Schmitt, 1996; Schmitt & Mills, 2001; Weekley & Jones, 1997; Weekley & Jones, 1999), talent development (see Hanson, Horgen, & Borman, 1998; Hedge, Borman, & Hanson, 1996; Hunter, 2003; Hunter, Martinussen, & Wiggins, 2003; Mullins, 2000; Weekly & Ployhart, 2002; www.faa.gov; www.aimmconsult.com), and talent retention (see www.talentkeepers.com).

The burgeoning popularity of SJTs is not surprising given their numerous practical benefits. A major advantage of SJTs is that they can explain incremental variance in a wide range of occupational and educational criteria over cognitive ability tests and personality measures (Clevenger et al., 2001; Hedlund, Plamondon, Wilt, Nebel, Ashford, & Sternberg, 2001; Lievens, Buyse, & Sackett, 2005; Schmitt & Mills, 2001; Weekley & Ployhart, 2005). SJTs also offer a versatile means of conducting training needs assessment, delivering scenario-based training content, and/or assessing learning during training evaluation (Fritzsche, Stagl,
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Salas, & Burke, 2006). SJTs are also more efficient relative to some traditional diagnostic tools, as respondents can complete up to 20 low-fidelity SJT scenarios in the same amount of time it takes to finish one high-fidelity exercise (Joiner, 2002). Moreover, respondents report favorable reactions to the use of SJTs (Lievens et al., 2005; Shotland, Alliger, & Sales, 1998), likely in part because they are perceived to be face valid (Anderson, 2003; Chan & Schmitt, 1997; Hanson & Borman, 1987; Hausknecht, Day, & Thomas, 2004; Rosen, 1961; Truxillo & Hunthausen, 1999). Given these advantages, the use of SJTs will only continue to increase in the foreseeable future.

Although SJTs are useful for a variety of purposes and for a variety of reasons, they are often used as measurement methods with less regard for the constructs they measure (Schmitt & Chan, 2006). This practice may persist because most SJT users are predominantly concerned with the prediction of performance and have a more limited interest in the latent constructs measured by SJTs. The secondary status afforded to the constructs measured by SJTs can be seen in a recent meta-analytic initiative which was undertaken to examine SJTs as a measurement method (e.g., McDaniel, Morgeson, Finnegan, Campion, & Braverman, 2001). This is problematic because the validity evidence for an assessment tool is less meaningful without a concomitant understanding of the constructs it measures (Guion, 1998; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Schmitt & Chan, 1998; Schmitt & Chan, 2006). In fact, several sources of evidence should be collected to support the inferences that are drawn about the constructs measured by a measurement method because when these constructs are ambiguous it is difficult to improve its psychometric properties, meaningfully interpret observed predictor-criterion relationships, generate supporting validity evidence for its applications, and professionally and legally defend its use as an assessment tool (Ployhart & Ryan, 2000).
Designing SJTs to measure specific dimensions identified via either job analysis or criterion-theory is the first step in creating assessment tools that have meaningful construct validity evidence, are representative of the performance domain, and are subsequently job-related (Weekley, Ployhart, & Holtz, 2006). Yet, most SJTs are developed via an iterative domain sampling approach grounded in critical incidents (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). The use of a domain sampling approach to develop an SJT can ultimately cloud explanations about the constructs it measures because the performance domains critical incidents are sampled from are often multidimensional (Schmitt & Chan, 2006). This practice can result in an inadequate preoperational explication of constructs, a threat to the inferences that can be drawn about the construct validity of measures and manipulations (Cook & Campbell, 1979).

One line of research that can yield construct validity evidence for SJTs examines the item characteristics of these assessment tools. Researchers have examined various aspects of SJT item characteristics such as the origin of stem development (Weekley et al., 2006), stem fidelity (Motowidlo et al., 1997), stem comprehensibility (Sacco, Scheu, Ryan, Schmitt, Schmidt, & Rogg, 2000), and stem complexity (Reynolds, Sydell, Scott, & Winter, 2000). The findings from these studies can be leveraged to better develop, structure, and score SJTs and thereby increase the construct validity evidence for, and utility of, SJTs (Weekley et al., 2006). The importance of this kind of research is implicit in the tenets of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (i.e., Standards), which states an unambiguous rationale must exist for the item characteristics of assessment tools (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999).

Research conducted to examine the response instructions of SJTs can also provide construct validity evidence for their applications. Substantial variation in the response
instructions of SJTs used in lab and field studies (see Clevenger, 1999) has prompted repeated calls for research on the issue (Fritzsche et al., 2006; Horgen, 2004; McDaniel, Hartman, & Grubb, 2003; McDaniel, Hartman, Nguyen, & Grubb, 2006; McDaniel & Nguyen, 2001; Nguyen, McDaniel, & Biderman, 2002; Ployhart, 2006; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003; Weekley et al., 2006). The importance of this kind of research is underscored by findings that suggested response instructions affected the construct and criterion-related validity evidence for biodata-based assessment tools and interviews (Campion, Palmer, & Campion, 1997).

In response to the above calls for research, two studies have recently been conducted to investigate two general types of SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) (McDaniel et al., 2003; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). The findings of both McDaniel and colleagues’ meta-analysis and Ployhart and Ehrhart’s study suggested response instructions may moderate the criterion-related validity of SJTs. The results of these studies were mixed, however, with more favorable criterion-related validity evidence for SJTs with ‘Should Do’ instructions in the former meta-analytic initiative and ‘Would Do’ SJTs in the latter study. These results are intriguing, but their implications are difficult to discern because the SJTs included in these studies were predominantly developed via the use of critical incidents rather than a construct oriented approach and thus, the constructs measured in these studies are somewhat ambiguous.

To help guide research on SJTs and their response instructions, Ployhart (2006) recently adapted a general Predictor Response Process (PRPR) model (see Appendix A) to illustrate some of the factors impinging upon the response processes of SJT respondents (see Appendix B). According to the PRPR model, response instructions contribute a contaminating source of variance to SJT scores. The PRPR Model suggests that when the response instructions of an SJT change, the primary determinants of the response processes respondents engage in when
formulating a response to an item also change (see Appendix C). Because the determinants of the
cognitive processes test takers engage in when formulating responses to SJT items change when
response instructions change, instructions can affect the psychometric properties of, and
construct validity evidence for, SJTs (Ployhart, 2006). Thus, the PRPR model provides an
explanation for the findings of the above studies which suggested response instructions affected
the construct validity, and may have moderated the criterion-related validity, of the SJTs
examined. The present study leveraged the PRPR model to guide the generation of confirmatory
and exploratory hypotheses about the validity and fairness of an SJT.

Construct validity evidence for SJTs can also be generated by examining their
relationships with different types of criteria. For example, the studies described by McDaniel et
al. (2003) and Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003) included self-, supervisor-, and/or peer-reports of
typical performance as the primary operationalizations of the criterion constructs examined. The
findings from this line of research are informative about the SJTs examined in these studies;
however, questions remain about the prediction of peak performance criteria via an SJT that
measures specific constructs. Commenting on the issue, Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003) stated
“‘Should Do’ measures might best predict maximum performance or performance during high
transitions, whereas ‘Would Do’ measures might be most predictive of stable performance” (p.
13). A similar assertion was made about the prediction of peak performance criteria in a training
context (Fritzsche et al., 2006). The present study examined the nomological network of an SJT
when its response instructions were manipulated and participant aggregate and average
maximum decision making performance outcomes were objectively measured.

A related issue worthy of consideration is the maximum economic value or utility of
SJT. The utility of an assessment tool is directly proportional to its predictive validity
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coefficient (Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979). In regards to this issue, prior meta-analytic research findings suggested the estimated mean population correlation coefficient for SJTs is .34 (McDaniel et al., 2001). More recent meta-analytic findings suggested SJTs with instructions to pick the best option had an estimated mean population correlation coefficient of .40 (McDaniel et al., 2003). Collectively, these findings suggest SJTs can have substantial utility as assessment tools; which is important because their use should provide a return on investment.

Based on the above findings it seems SJTs can provide some amount of dollar benefit to organizations. The amount of this benefit may be underestimated, however, if a utility estimate is based in part on a predictive validity coefficient from a study that included subjective ratings of typical performance as a criterion. The use of subjective ratings of typical performance to examine the predictive validity, and thereby the utility of SJTs, is problematic, as typical performance is much more variable and multiply determined than maximum performance. This is because typical performance is driven by a host of factors such as knowledge, skill, personality, and motivation. By contrast, maximum performance is characterized by uniformly high levels of motivation and the identification and execution of optimal responses (Campbell, 1990). Thus, when subjective ratings of typical performance are used as criteria, these extraneous factors can serve to attenuate criterion-related validity, and thereby estimates of utility, of an SJT. In fact, recent meta-analytic findings suggested the use of performance ratings as a criterion resulted in lower validity coefficients for a wide range of commonly used assessment tools than did the use of objective indices (Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984).

If prior research has underestimated the strength of the relationships between the constructs measured by SJTs and performance criteria, then utility estimates based on these statistics are also downwardly biased. In order to estimate the maximum possible utility of SJTs,
it is first necessary to estimate the upper-bound validity coefficient associated with the use of SJTs. Specifically, an estimate is needed of the population parameter of SJTs when predicting peak performance. A closer approximation of the population parameter is the regression coefficient between an SJT with ‘Should Do’ instructions and a maximum performance outcome. Moreover, this estimate should be based upon predictor and criterion constructs that have been purposively sampled from theories of job performance. The present study met this need.

In sum, research was needed to generate construct validity evidence for an SJT in a maximum performance context in order to extend prior mixed research results and provide guidance for the development and use of SJTs. The present study met this need by applying the PRPR model to generate hypotheses about an SJT using a between-subjects experimental design. The PRPR model was leveraged to examine three questions about an SJT when its response instructions were manipulated and participant maximum decision making performance outcomes were measured. The first question asked if SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) moderated the construct and criterion-related validity of a newly developed SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge. The second question asked what the upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient is for SJTs in talent selection contexts in which typical performance is the criterion of interest. The third question asked whether the SJT used in this research was fair for gender and ethnic-based subgroups according to the standards set forth in Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness. The implications of the findings from this study for the design and use of SJTs are discussed.
CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION

Electronic searches of computerized databases were conducted using the key words *situational judgment tests* and *situational judgment testing*. The electronic databases EBSCOhost, Academic Search Premier, Business Source Premier, Military and Government Collection, PsycARTICLES, and PsycINFO were searched for pertinent research published between 1900 and 2005. Collectively, these databases contain over 15,000 sources of scientific literature. In addition to the electronic searches, relevant literature was also identified by searching the author’s archives on SJTs. Pertinent findings are synthesized in this section.

Situational Judgment Tests

As noted in the introduction, SJTs are assessment tools comprised of item stems, response instructions, standardization rules, and when a forced choice format is used, a set of response alternatives. These assessment tools can be administered via paper-and-pencil, video, or orally. As noted by Fritzsche et al. (2006, p. 1), the use of SJTs as assessment tools is predicated upon the assumption that those respondents:

…who can identify more effective and less effective responses to job-related situations have greater job-relevant knowledge or better job-related judgment and reasoning skills and are thus, expected to have higher levels of job performance than those who are less able to identify appropriate responses to job-related situations.

The item stem of an SJT is a realistic job-related scenario presented in narrative form. When a constructed response format is used, SJT respondents provide narrative responses to item stems. In contrast, when a forced-choice format is used, several response alternatives are included to present plausible courses of action which can be chosen by respondents in response to a scenario posed in an item stem. The response instructions of an SJT often ask respondents to
choose a response alternative that best matches what they should do or would do in response to a scenario. SJT response instructions are discussed in greater detail later in this text.

Although considerable debate continues about the mechanisms via which respondent SJT scores relate to subsequent performance, at least three theoretical rationales (i.e., behavioral consistency principle, theory of planned behavior, performance-related constructs) have been advanced in the literature which account for this relationship (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). These three mechanisms offer theoretically anchored explanations for why SJTs are related to typical and maximum performance criteria.

**Behavioral Consistency**

One reason why SJT scores are predictive of subsequent performance is offered by the principle of behavioral consistency (Motowidlo et al., 1990). The behavioral consistency principle states the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior (Wernimont & Campbell, 1968). According to the behavioral consistency principle, assessment tools which present job-related scenarios to respondents produce responses which are best characterized as samples rather than signs of the respondent’s future performance (Motowidlo et al., 1990). The courses of action chosen by SJT respondents are a sample of the actual behavior they will take in the performance context because SJT scenarios are sampled directly from the performance domain. In light of the behavioral consistency principle, SJTs are work simulations which should be designed to match the nature of behavior that is expected in the future performance context.

**Intentions**

A second reason advanced in the literature for why SJTs predict performance is because they measure intentions (Motowidlo et al., 1990). This rationale is especially plausible if
respondents are unfamiliar with the specific situations comprising an SJT, as responses to novel scenarios may reflect intentions to perform the chosen response option (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). When novel situations are encountered, respondents draw from their prior experiences to determine how they intend to respond to the scenarios comprising an SJT.

If intentions are indeed the reason why SJTs predict performance, then the theory of planned behavior suggests SJTs should be constructed to match pertinent criteria in terms of target, action, context, and time (see Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). More specifically, the theory of planned behavior suggests respondent SJT scores will be more strongly related to future behavior if the predictor is constructed to reflect the situational contingencies which characterize the performance context.

**Performance-related Constructs**

The third reason advanced in the literature for why SJTs are predictive of performance is because they assess performance-related constructs. For example, SJTs can be designed to assess constructs such as declarative, procedural, and strategic knowledge (Motowidlo et al., 1997; Schmidt & Hunter, 1993), tacit knowledge (Sternberg, Forsythe, Hedlund, Horvath, Wagner, Williams, Snook, & Grigorenko, 2000), and cognitive ability (McDaniel et al., 2001; Weekley & Jones, 1997). Each of these constructs has been advanced in the literature as either a direct or indirect determinant of performance (see Campbell, 1990).

The three previously noted rationales offer theoretical explanations for why SJTs are predictive of performance (Motowidlo, Borman, & Schmitt, 1997). Unfortunately, however, the preponderance of research conducted to date has sought to determine if SJTs predict various criteria rather than why. Therefore, the relative validity of these three explanations remains uncertain (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). Research is needed to compare the validity of these three
explanations by manipulating item content, instruction set, and targeted construct, using a fully-crossed experimental design (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003).

Although comparative validity evidence is lacking in the current body of SJT literature, it should be noted evidence for each of these three explanations exists in the wider domains of testing and individual assessment. For example, the behavioral consistency principle underlies assessment centers conducted for selection, development, and certification (Wernimont & Campbell, 1968). Moreover, intentions are argued to be the mechanism via which situational interviews predict performance (Motowidlo, 1999). A substantial base of evidence also suggests constructs such as declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge, and motivation are critical for effective performance (Campbell, 1990). Thus, each of these three explanations for why SJTs predict performance has indirect supporting evidence.

Research Investigating SJT Response Instructions

Research examining SJT response instructions has recently been conducted. The findings from this line of research suggest different item instructions lead to different test taker responses and thereby affect the psychometric properties of, and validity evidence for, SJTs (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). For example, the findings of Ployhart and Ehrhart’s (2003) study suggested response instructions affected the psychometric properties of the SJTs examined. Specifically, SJTs with ‘Would Do’ response instructions had more favorable psychometric properties than SJTs with ‘Should Do’ response instructions. The use of ‘Should Do’ instructions resulted in higher means and lower standard deviations than ‘Would Do’ response instructions. Furthermore, all three versions of the ‘Should Do’ SJT investigated by Ployhart and Ehrhart had significant skewness and kurtosis, whereas only one of the three ‘Would Do’ SJT versions had a score distribution that was skewed.
Ployhart and Ehrhart’s (2003) findings also suggested SJTs with ‘Would Do’ instructions had higher criterion-related validities than SJTs with ‘Should Do’ instructions. Specifically, student SJT scores derived from the use of ‘Would Do’ instructions were more strongly correlated with self- and peer-reports of student performance than SJT scores derived from the use of ‘Should Do’ response instructions. In fact, scores from the ‘Would Most/Least Likely Do’ SJT version were significantly correlated with self-reports of student performance, whereas scores from the ‘Should Do’ SJT were not. Similarly, student test scores derived from the use of ‘Would Most/Least Likely Do’ SJT instructions were significantly correlated with peer-reports of student performance, whereas test scores from the ‘Should Do’ SJT version were not.

Meta-analytic research also investigated SJT response instructions (McDaniel et al., 2003). After coding primary studies as to which type of response instructions were used, McDaniel et al.’s meta-analytic findings suggested SJT response instructions may moderate the relationship between the constructs measured by SJTs and job performance. Specifically, both the average effect sizes (i.e., the estimated population correlation coefficients) for the ‘Would Do’ and ‘Should Do’ SJT versions were statistically significant and noticeably different.

If response instructions moderate the relationship between the constructs measured by SJTs and performance criteria, it is important to understand why this occurs. The next subsection offers a theory-based explanation by examining both the latent cognitive processes respondents engage in when formulating a response to an SJT item and the individual, methodological, and contextual factors which impinge upon these response processes.

Response Instruction Effects

One issue implicitly raised by Ployhart and Ehrhart’s (2003) and McDaniel and colleagues’ (2003) research is why response instructions affected, and possibly moderated, the
relationship between SJTs and typical performance. In order to understand the effects of response instructions on the psychometric properties of, and validity evidence for, an assessment tool it is important to first consider the latent cognitive response processes, and other individual, methodological, and contextual factors which impact a response to an SJT item. This subsection addresses the latent cognitive processes respondents engage in, and some of the myriad of factors which impinge on these processes, when a test item is answered.

The PRPR model (Krosnick, 1999; Tourangeau, Rips, & Rasinski, 2000; see Appendix A) provides a theoretical basis for examining why item characteristics such as response instructions affect test takers’ responses and thereby the validity evidence in support of assessment tools. Thus, the PRPR model provides a framework for: (1) illuminating the multitude of factors contributing to a participant’s response to an SJT item, (2) explaining why SJT response instructions can moderate the relationships between the constructs measured by SJTs and performance criteria, and (3) identifying nuisance factors for control in research. In fact, according to both the Standards (2003) and the Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures (2004), examining response processes provides substantive validity evidence for assessment tools (see American Educational Research Association et al., 1999; Messick, 1995; Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2004).

The PRPR model suggests test takers engage in four sequential psychological processes (i.e., comprehension, retrieval, judgment, response selection) when answering an item of a test or measure (Tourangeau et al., 2000; see Appendix A). These four cognitive processes are latent, whereas the actual response of a test taker to an assessment item is manifest. As can be seen in the PRPR model presented in Appendix A, latent response processes or constructs are illustrated with circles, the manifest variable or response is depicted with a box, one-headed arrows
represent theoretical causal relationships, and two-headed arrows depict covariance.

Ployhart (2006) recently adapted this general model to depict some of the factors impacting the cognitive processes respondents engage in when answering an SJT item (see Appendix B). When the PRPR model is applied to SJTs, it suggests respondents engage in the same four psychological processes in which all test and measure respondents engage in. In addition to these core processes, the figure in Appendix B also illustrates several factors which influence a manifest response. For example, sources of true score variance are contributed by the latent individual differences that an SJT is designed to measure such as declarative knowledge and strategic knowledge. Sources of unwanted latent variance also contribute to the total variance of SJT scores. These sources of variance are construct irrelevant (Messick, 1995), and some are method bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).

The model illustrated in Appendix B suggests multiple factors impinge upon a respondent’s cognitively-grounded response processes as s/he formulates a response to a given SJT item. Some of these factors contribute contaminating sources of systematic variance to the total variation of SJT scores. The figure presented in Appendix B provides a means of framing some of the issues to consider when conducting research to examine SJTs.

The modified PRPR model presented in Appendix C illustrates the effects of response instructions on a respondent’s response processes and thereby on the responses that are summed to scale scores (Ployhart, 2006). The PRPR model suggests the primary determinants of the response processes enacted by respondents are different when ‘Should Do’ instructions are used than when ‘Would Do’ instructions are used. Although there are multiple influences on SJT scores, the primary determinant of the processes underlying a response to an SJT item with ‘Should Do’ instructions is test taker knowledge. In contrast, the primary determinant of the
response processes triggered by an item with ‘Would Do’ instructions is respondent personality. This offers one explanation for why prior research has consistently documented only a moderate correlation between ‘Should Do’ and ‘Would Do’ SJT scores (McDaniel & Nguyen, 2001; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). Moreover, this model offers a theoretically grounded explanation for why the findings of prior research investigating SJT item characteristics suggested SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) affected, and may have moderated, the validity of the SJTs examined (e.g., McDaniel et al., 2003; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003).

The modified PRPR model suggests SJTs with ‘Should Do’ instructions will trigger knowledge driven cognitive processes, whereas SJTs with ‘Would Do’ instructions will elicit personality driven response processes. Given the validity of these assertions, SJT scores derived from knowledge driven response processes (i.e., ‘Should Do’ instructions) should be more predictive of ‘can do’ performance than SJT scores derived from personality driven response processes. This is because in maximum performance contexts the volitional behavior of individuals is suppressed such that their motivation to exert effort is uniformly high. Thus, peak performance is primarily driven by ability, knowledge, and expertise. This issue is expounded upon in the next subsection which addresses the nature of maximum performance contexts.

Maximum Performance Contexts

The development or identification of criterion-related assessment tools begins with a systematic explication of both the criterion domain and the context of performance measurement (Campbell, 1990; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). A number of typologies have been advanced which can assist those charged with conceptualizing and operationalizing criteria. For example, criteria can be conceptualized along three dimensions: (1) short term versus long term, (2) general versus specific, and (3) proximal versus distal in respect to organizational goals (Smith, 1976).
A fourth dimension along which criteria can be scaled is typical versus maximum performance (Kane, 1982; Sackett, Zedeck, & Fogli, 1988). A similar distinction is frequently made in regards to predictor tests and measures (see Cronbach, 1960). Typical and maximum performance measures differ in the degree to which ability versus nonability driven constructs are measured (DuBois, Sackett, Zedeck, & Fogli, 1993). In fact, prior research results suggest there is only a weak correlation between measures of peak and typical performance, even when the measures included in the studies were highly reliable (Sackett et al., 1988).

Typical versus maximum performance contexts differ in the degree to which contextual features constrain the volitional choices of individuals (Lim & Ployhart, 2004). In maximum performance contexts the volitional choices of participant motivation such as: (1) the choice to engage in effort, (2) the choice of what level of effort to expend, and (3) the choice to persist with effort, are constrained such that motivation to exert effort is maximized (DuBois et al., 1993). Each motivational choice is constrained by a corresponding demand characteristic present in maximum performance contexts including: (1) an awareness of being evaluated, (2) the receipt and acceptance of instructions to maximize effort, and (3) a limited measurement time frame in which the evaluated individual can maintain a high level of effort (Sackett et al., 1988).

The distinction between typical and maximum performance is best characterized as a continuum of motivational constraint rather than as a dichotomy (Sackett et al., 1988). Maximum performance contexts primarily trigger what respondents can do rather than what they would typically do (Smith-Jentsch, Salas, & Brannick, 2001). Individuals in a maximum performance context are energized to identify and enact the most effective course of action available. By contrast, typical performance is much more variable and multiply determined because individuals may or may not choose to pursue an optimal course of action. Thus, respondent SJT
scores derived from an SJT with ‘Should Do’ response instructions will likely be more highly predictive of maximum performance than scores from and SJT with ‘Would Do’ instructions. This is because ‘Should Do’ instructions ask respondents to identify the most effective response available and thus observed responses are a result of knowledge driven response processes. By contrast, ‘Would Do’ instructions result in response processes and thereby SJT scores which are more closely aligned to the behavioral tendencies which characterize typical or long-run performance. This issue is addressed again in the criterion-related validity subsection.

The PRPR model underscores the importance of precisely specifying the nature of the criterion domain and performance context when designing SJTs. SJT item stems, response instructions, and response alternatives should all be carefully constructed to match the nature of performance criteria and the context in which performance occurs. In fact, the Standards (1999) state that maximizing the fidelity between test instructions and performance criteria affords another form of validity evidence (American Educational Research Association et al., 1999).

Prior Research Investigating SJT Test Fairness

The preponderance of evidence from 85 years of research suggests tests of general mental ability are often the most valid predictors of both future job performance and learning (Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Yet, the use of cognitive ability tests can result in mean differences of approximately one standard deviation between majority and minority ethnic-based subgroups (Gottfredson, 1988). Thus, when a cognitive ability test is used in a top down selection system, and the selection ratio is low, very few members of the focal subgroup will be selected and disparate impact may ensue. Subgroup differences resulting in adverse impact can undermine the achievement of staffing goals and trigger increased scrutiny of talent management
practices. This presents a quandary for stakeholders who want to simultaneously maximize the validity and utility of assessment tools, create a more diverse workforce, and avoid litigation.

In response to this dilemma, researchers have sought alternative assessment tools such as SJTs to achieve comparable levels of validity to cognitive ability tests while minimizing subgroup differences. The findings from a number of studies suggest the use of SJTs can result in smaller mean subgroup differences than traditional cognitive ability and skill tests (see Chan & Schmitt, 1997; Clevenger et al., 2001; Hanson & Borman, 1995; Motowidlo et al., 1990; Motowidlo & Tippins, 1993; Oswald et al., 2004; Pulakos & Schmitt, 1996; Schmidt, Greenthal, Hunter, Berner, & Seaton, 1977; Schmitt & Mills, 2001; Weekley & Jones, 1999). For example, the results of one study suggested race-based effect sizes for SJTs are approximately one third that of cognitive ability tests (Motowidlo & Tippins, 1993).

Although the above research suggests the use of SJTs is less likely to result in disparate impact than the use of cognitive ability tests, other pertinent findings suggest mean subgroup differences resulting from the use of SJTs are not negligible. For example, research findings have repeatedly suggested gender-based differences on SJTs (Motowidlo et al., 1990; Motowidlo & Tippins, 1993; Weekly & Jones, 1999). The results of these studies suggested females scored up to approximately .20 of a standard deviation higher than males on SJTs. Moreover, Weekley and Jones reported that both African Americans and Hispanics scored .52 and .36 standard deviation units lower on an SJT respectively than Caucasians.

The above findings are informative about mean SJT score differences, but it is also important to consider whether a single regression line is fair for both the focal and reference groups of interest. This question addresses the fairness of an SJT according to Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness, a standard supported by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. The present study addressed this question by using moderated multiple regression to examine whether an SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge was a fair assessment tool for gender and ethnic-based majority and minority subgroup members.
CHAPTER THREE: THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study extended both Ployhart and Ehrhart’s (2003) and McDaniel and colleagues’ (2003) research findings by applying the PRPR model to examine the validity evidence for, and fairness of, an SJT in a maximum performance context. A between-subjects experimental design was used to investigate three questions about the construct validity, criterion-related validity, and fairness of an SJT when its response instructions were manipulated and maximum decision making performance outcomes were objectively measured. The first research question asked if response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) moderated the validity of an SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge. The second question asked about the upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient for SJTs in contexts such as talent selection in which typical performance is the criterion of interest. The third question asked whether the SJT used in this present study was fair for gender and ethnic-based subgroups according to the standards set forth in Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness.

To answer the above questions, participant’s demographic characteristics and propensity to take risks were measured. Next, participants completed a brief computer-based training module. This self-paced presentation provided basic facts about Texas Hold’em poker and the poker simulation completed later in the study. After training, each participant completed a traditional multiple-choice test of declarative knowledge of Texas Hold’em poker. Participants were then randomly assigned to complete one of the two SJT versions. Both SJT versions were designed with identical item content and response alternatives but had different response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’). The instructions of the ‘Should Do’ SJT asked participants to identify the option they should do in terms of an optimal response to the scenario.
The instructions of the ‘Would Do’ SJT asked participants to identify the option they *would do* in terms of the response they would actually choose in the situation.

There were two criteria included in the present research, aggregate and average performance outcomes. The aggregate performance outcome indexed the total dollar amount each participant had at the end of the poker simulation. The average performance outcome indexed the mean dollar amount of each participant at the end of the simulation. Both of these dependent variables were outcomes of maximum decision making performance. Decision making has been defined as “the ability to gather and integrate information, use sound judgment, identify alternatives, select the best solution, and evaluate the consequences” (Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, & Volpe, 1995, p. 346). Decision making in a Texas Hold’em poker game is an unfolding process whereby a decision maker draws upon his or her declarative and strategic knowledge to identify and diagnose an unfolding situation, recognize familiar patterns, allocate financial resources to capitalize on presented opportunities, and evaluate the outcome(s) of resource allocation decisions. The purpose of this activity is to maximize one’s monetary winnings and thereby secure additional financial resources for future investments.

The remainder of this section consists of several subsections which detail the evidence that was collected in support of the SJT used in the present study. A description of the construct validity evidence, criterion-related validity evidence, and fairness evidence collected is provided and hypotheses are advanced.

**Construct Validity Evidence**

A construct is “some postulated attribute of people assumed to be reflected in test performance” (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, p. 281). Validity is “an overall evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and
appropriateness of interpretations and actions on the basis of test scores or other modes of assessment” (Messick, 1995, p. 741). Construct validity is defined in terms of whether a measure or test allows for “accurate inferences about an individual’s standing on a psychological construct of particular interest” (Binning & Barrett, 1989, p. 479). As noted by Nunnally and Bernstein (1994, pp. 86-87), the process of construct validation involves three steps including:

…(1) specifying the domain of observables related to the construct; (2) determining the extent to which observables tend to measure the same thing, several different things, or many different things from empirical research and statistical analyses; and (3) performing individual differences studies and/or experiments to determine the extent to which measures of the construct are consistent with best guesses about the construct.

The SJT used in the present study purported to measure knowledge of Texas Hold’em poker. This knowledge was conceptualized as being multidimensional, comprised of both declarative and strategic aspects. Declarative knowledge is knowledge about performance relevant tasks and behaviors (Campbell et al., 1993). Exemplars of declarative knowledge include knowledge of principles, facts, goals, and self (Campbell et al., 1993). In contrast, strategic knowledge is information about “…why, when, and where to apply one’s knowledge and skills” (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002, p. 274).

In the present study, inferences were drawn about a participant’s standing on the constructs of declarative and strategic knowledge of Texas Hold’em poker on the basis of their SJT score. Inferences were also drawn about participants’ declarative knowledge on the basis of their multiple choice test of declarative knowledge score. Similarly, participants’ propensity to take risks was inferred from their scale score on the self-report measure of risk taking.
SJT & Declarative Knowledge Test

As part of a broader effort to generate construct validity evidence for the SJT, the present study included a traditional multiple-choice test of declarative knowledge. This test was designed to measure participant’s knowledge of basic facts about Texas Hold’em poker such as how many cards are dealt at specific points in the game and which hands are better than others. Given that both the SJT and the traditional multiple-choice test purported to measure declarative knowledge, participants’ scores on these two assessment tools were expected to be positively correlated. The correlation between participants’ scores on the two tests was calculated to generate convergent validity evidence for the SJT used in the present study.

Construct validity evidence for the SJT used in the present study was also generated by examining its response instructions. Of particular interest was whether SJT response instructions moderated the relationship between declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple-choice test and knowledge as measured by the SJT. As suggested by the PRPR model, declarative knowledge was expected to be more highly correlated with SJT scores when they are derived from ‘Should Do’ response instructions.

According to the PRPR model, there are multiple sources of systematic variance that influence the response processes in which respondents engage when formulating a response to an SJT item (Ployhart, 2006). For example, response instructions may contribute a contaminating source of systematic variance to SJT scores because they influence the proximal determinants of the response processes respondents engage in when formulating responses to SJT items. As noted in the conceptual foundation section, ‘Should Do’ response instructions trigger response processes that are primarily driven by respondent knowledge of what ought to be done in response to an SJT scenario. In contrast, ‘Would Do’ instructions trigger personality driven
response processes (see Appendix C). Thus, when SJT scores are derived from the use of ‘Would Do’ response instructions, systematic variance in those scores may be due to both the construct(s) the SJT was designed to measure (e.g., declarative and strategic knowledge) and other constructs it was not designed to measure such as respondent personality characteristics. The systematic error variance attributable to personality in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores may serve to attenuate the relationships between this assessment tool and other assessment tools that do not also measure similar constructs. Given this conjecture, the following hypothesis was advanced:

Hypothesis 1: Declarative knowledge was expected to correlate more highly with ‘Should Do’ SJT scores than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores.

SJT & Risk Taking Questionnaire

A self-report measure of risk taking (see Goldberg, Johnson, Eber, Hogan, Ashton, Cloninger, & Gough, 2006) was also included in the present study in order to help generate construct validity evidence for the newly developed SJT. Individuals with a propensity for taking risks are more likely to choose suboptimal courses of action. There are multiple reasons why risk takers may not do what should be done in a situation. For example, risk takers enjoy adventure and are inclined to seek the danger and excitement of speculative, high risk investments. In poker, these tendencies can result in the use of tactics that may be effective in any given situation, but when used routinely ultimately undermine long-run performance. For example, a poker player prone to taking risks is much more likely to raise or call with a hand of cards that has a low probability of winning in an attempt to bluff. Risk takers also tend to break more rules than their counterparts so they may be more likely to ignore poker rules of thumb such as never chase a straight or flush. Moreover, risk takers are typically more reckless and this can translate into unnecessarily aggressive wagers that expose betters to large losses relative to their chip.
If risk takers choose options that depart from what ought to be done in a series of situations, they will have lower SJT scores, which may, in turn, result in a negative correlation between risk taking and SJT scores. Thus, it was expected that there would be a negative correlation between risk taking and SJT scores.

Also of interest was whether SJT response instructions moderated the relationship between risk taking and knowledge as measured by the SJT. In light of the PRPR model, risk taking may interact with SJT response instructions when predicting knowledge as measured by the SJT such that risk taking is more predictive of SJT scores when those scores are derived from ‘Would Do’ response instructions than when they are derived from ‘Should Do’ response instructions. As noted, ‘Would Do’ instructions primarily trigger personality driven response processes, whereas ‘Should Do’ instructions primarily elicit knowledge driven response processes (see Appendix C). Thus, when SJT scores are derived from the use of ‘Would Do’ response instructions, systematic variance in those scores may be due to both the construct(s) the SJT was designed to measure (e.g., declarative and strategic knowledge) and other personality-based characteristics such as risk taking that it was not designed to measure. The systematic error variance attributable to personality in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores may serve to inflate the observed relationship between this assessment tool and other assessment tools that also assess personality constructs such as the risk taking measure that was included in the present study.

Of note, however, the above theoretical rationale is contrary to meta-analytic findings suggesting SJT scores derived from knowledge instructions were more strongly correlated to openness to experience than scores derived from behavioral tendency instructions (McDaniel et al., 2003). These findings were, however, based on just five effect sizes, an insufficient sample to
reach firm conclusions about the construct validity of the SJTs investigated. Given the totality of theoretical and empirical evidence presented above, the following hypothesis was advanced:

**Hypothesis 2:** Risk taking was expected to correlate more highly with ‘Would Do’ SJT scores than ‘Should Do’ SJT scores.

**Criterion-related Validity Evidence**

This subsection discusses the criterion-related validity evidence generated in support of the SJT investigated in the present research study. The criterion-related validity evidence generated by testing the hypotheses advanced below also served to contribute to an overall understanding about the construct validity of the SJT examined (see Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). There are two criterion-related validity issues addressed in this subsection. The first issue addresses whether response instructions moderate the relationship between participant SJT scores and maximum decision making performance outcomes. The second issue addresses the value added by the SJT over the traditional multiple-choice declarative knowledge test when predicting peak performance. More specifically, the second issue addresses the incremental variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes that was explained by the SJT.

**SJT & Maximum Decision Making Performance**

As noted in the conceptual foundation section, prior research findings have suggested that response instructions may moderate the criterion-related validity of SJTs (McDaniel et al., 2003; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). Unfortunately, the results of these studies were mixed and because the SJTs used in these studies measured somewhat indeterminable constructs, the meaning of these findings is difficult to discern. The present research study sought to leverage the PRPR model to advance the current understanding about the criterion-related validity of an SJT that
measured declarative and strategic knowledge and ‘can do’ performance criteria. In the present study, SJT response instructions were manipulated and participant maximum decision making performance outcomes were objectively measured to determine if SJT scores interacted with response instructions when predicting peak performance criteria.

The suppositions advanced in the conceptual foundation section of this text about the latent cognitive processes which give rise to a response to an SJT item collectively suggest SJT scores may interact with SJT response instructions when predicting peak performance outcomes (Ployhart, 2006). This is because response instructions influence a respondent’s comprehension, retrieval, judgment, and response selection processes during the response to an SJT item (see Appendix C). The PRPR model suggests that even when an SJT with ‘Would Do’ instructions has been purposively designed to measure a performance-related construct such as strategic knowledge, its response instructions will still trigger personality driven response processes. Thus, when SJT scores are derived from the use of ‘Would Do’ response instructions, systematic variance in those scores may be due to both the construct(s) the SJT was designed to measure and other personality-based characteristics that were not targeted for measurement.

The systematic error variance attributable to personality in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores may serve to attenuate relationships between this assessment tool and peak performance criteria such that SJT scores derived from ‘Would Do’ instructions are less strongly correlated with maximum performance outcomes than SJT scores derived from ‘Should Do’ instructions. This is because a larger proportion of the systematic variance in ‘Should Do’ SJT scores is accounted for by constructs such as declarative and strategic knowledge which empirical evidence suggests are predictive of ‘can do’ performance. In regards to this issue, Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003) stated that “‘Should Do’ measures might best predict maximum performance or performance during
high transitions, whereas ‘Would Do’ measures might be most predictive of stable performance” (p. 13). Given these suppositions, a noncrossing ordinal interaction was expected between SJT scores and SJT response instructions when predicting both aggregate and average peak performance outcomes. Based on this conjecture, the following hypothesis was advanced:

Hypothesis 3: ‘Should Do’ SJT scores were expected to correlate more highly with peak performance criteria than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores.

**SJT vs. Traditional Test of Declarative Knowledge**

SJTs can be used as assessment tools to measure a wide variety of performance-related constructs such as personality characteristics, cognitive abilities, and job knowledge. For example, the present study used an SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge. Given their complexity, however, SJTs take longer and cost more to develop than traditional multiple-choice tests of knowledge. Thus, an important question is whether SJTs that measure knowledge can explain incremental variance in organizationally valued criteria beyond that already explained by less expensive and readily available methods of measuring knowledge. Answering this question sheds light on the ‘value added’ of using SJTs as assessment tools.

There has been no prior research of which the author is aware that has investigated the incremental variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes that is accounted for by an SJT that measures declarative and strategic knowledge. However, there was reason to believe that the SJT would account for additional variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes that was not already explained by the traditional test of declarative knowledge. This is because the SJT was designed to be a multidimensional assessment tool, measuring both declarative and strategic aspects of knowledge. Strategic knowledge goes beyond the mere memorization of facts or declarative knowledge as it involves a deeper level processing
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of information which ultimately results in an understanding of why, when, and where to apply one’s resources (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; Fritzsche, Stagl, Burke, & Salas, under review).

Participant ‘Should Do’ SJT scores should account for incremental variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes beyond that already explained by the traditional test of declarative knowledge because the SJT used in the present study better represented the criterion dimensionality of maximum decision making performance (see Schmitt & Chan, 2006). The SJT used in this research was comprised of scenarios that required participants to have an understanding of why a particular response option was effective (i.e., strategic knowledge) in order to know which of the presented response options was the most effective (i.e., declarative knowledge). This deeper appreciation of the task domain is critical to making a sequence of effective decisions in a maximum performance context. A similar argument can not be advanced for the ‘Would Do’ SJT version used in the present study because the response instructions of this assessment tool trigger personality-based response processes. Given these assertions, the following hypothesis was advanced:

Hypothesis 4: It was expected that knowledge as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT would account for incremental variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes beyond that explained by declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple-choice test.

Test Fairness

As noted in the conceptual foundation section, repeated calls have been made for studies to investigate possible sex and ethnic-based mean subgroup differences in SJT scores (Hanson & Ramos, 1996; McDaniel & Nguyen, 2001; Weekly & Jones, 1999; Weekley et al., in press). This line of research is undoubtedly important to conduct, as one of the oft noted advantages of SJTs
is that their use produces comparable levels of validity but smaller subgroup differences than other widely vaunted assessment tools such as cognitive ability tests (Chan & Schmitt, 1997; Clevenger et al., 2001; Hanson & Borman, 1995; Motowidlo et al., 1990; Motowidlo & Tippins, 1993; Oswald et al., 2004; Pulakos & Schmitt, 1996; Schmidt, Greenthal, Hunter, Berner, & Seaton, 1977; Schmitt & Mills, 2001; Weekley & Jones, 1999).

While it seems the use of SJTs can result in smaller mean subgroup differences than cognitive ability tests, reported mean SJT differences between focal and reference groups are not negligible. For example, findings suggested females scored up to approximately .20 of a standard deviation higher than males on SJTs (Motowidlo et al., 1990; Motowidlo & Tippins, 1993; Weekly & Jones, 1999). Research findings also suggested that African Americans and Hispanics scored one half and one third standard deviation units lower, respectively, than Caucasians on SJTs (Weekley & Jones, 1999). The results of these studies raise the question of whether or not these observed predictor score differences are proportional to criterion score differences and independent of the level of the predictors examined. The answer to this question speaks to the fairness of an SJT according to the standards of Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness.

There was reason to believe that the cognitively loaded nature of an SJT measuring both declarative and strategic knowledge would produce an assessment tool that was ultimately biased for certain subgroups. It is a well documented finding that the use of cognitive ability tests results in large subgroup differences (Gottfredson, 1988) and that cognitive ability is a direct determinant of knowledge (Campbell, 1990). Thus, it seemed plausible that an SJT which measured declarative and strategic knowledge would result in an assessment tool that was ultimately biased for gender and ethnic-based subgroups according to Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness. To investigate the fairness of the SJT used in this present study moderated
multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine whether the regression equations for the focal and reference groups under consideration were statistically equivalent. These analyses were conducted to examine whether knowledge, as measured by the SJT, interacted with gender and/or ethnicity when predicting maximum decision making performance outcomes.

Prior to using moderated multiple regression, power analyses were conducted which are detailed in a later subsection. Unfortunately, the limited base of prior research examining the fairness of SJTs made it difficult to meaningfully estimate the expected effect size of the interaction between SJT scores and either gender or ethnicity when predicting maximum performance outcomes. Because the expected interaction effect size was unknown, it was difficult to accurately estimate the sample size needed in the present study to achieve a desirable level of power to detect an effect if one existed. Given the lack of actionable insight that can be distilled from the current body of research about the expected interaction effect size, and thereby how many participants were needed to detect an interaction if one did exist, a decision was made to investigate the fairness of the SJT used in the present study for gender and ethnic-based subgroups on an exploratory basis. Given the above rationales, the following exploratory hypothesis was advanced about the fairness of the SJT used in the present study:

Hypothesis 5: It was expected that SJT scores would interact with gender and ethnicity when predicting maximum decision making performance outcomes such that the slopes would be different for the focal and reference groups investigated.
CHAPTER FOUR: METHOD

This section details the method used in the present between-subjects experiment. The power analyses, participants, procedure, performance context, predictor measures, and criterion domain are discussed.

Power Analyses

Several power analyses were conducted to estimate the number of participants required to detect the various main effects and interactions that were discussed in the previous subsections. The first set of power analyses were conducted to determine the number of participants that were required to detect a medium to large main effect at p < .05, one-tailed. These analyses were geared toward detecting a medium to large effect because prior research suggested this is approximately the magnitude of the effect size for SJTs when predicting typical performance criteria (see McDaniel et al., 2003; Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). Moreover, these analyses were geared toward a one-tailed test because directional hypotheses were advanced.

The power analyses suggested a sample of 68 participants was required to have an 80% chance of detecting a medium effect at p < .05, one-tailed. In contrast, only 22 participants were needed to have an 80% chance of detecting a large effect at p < .05, one-tailed (Cohen, 1977). Splitting the difference between the results of these two power analyses suggested approximately 45 participants were required to have an 80% chance of detecting a hypothesized moderate to strong main effect. This information is pertinent to testing some of the hypotheses in this study.

Of note, however, many of the hypotheses advanced in the previous section were about expected interactions between variables (e.g., response instructions moderating the SJT peak performance relationship). In regards to this issue, the findings from a simulation-based study examining the power of moderated multiple regression to detect interactions suggested that
strong ordinal interactions can be detected with as few as 48 participants, while weak ordinal interactions require up to 240 participants to detect (Stone, Austin, & Shetzer, 1986). Given the general lack of SJT research addressing the specific contingent relationships investigated in the present study, it was difficult to discern the magnitude of the expected interaction effect size, and thereby how many participants were needed to detect a hypothesized interaction if one did truly exist. Ultimately, the results of the above noted power analyses and prior research findings were considered thoroughly and 110 participants were recruited for participation in the present study.

Participants

Participants were recruited from the student body of a large public university located in the Southeast. The demographic composition of the obtained sample was fairly evenly split between genders (63% female); young (M = 20.03, SD = 2.86); and ethically diverse (60% Caucasian, 18% Hispanic, 13% African American, 7% Asian). Moreover, 34 different nationalities and combinations of nationalities were represented in the achieved sample. Although participants were predominantly in their first year of college (49%), sophomores (24%), juniors (11%), seniors (12%), and graduate students (4%) were also represented. Finally, almost 40 college majors were represented in the achieved sample included in the present study.

Procedure

Participants completed the present study in a private laboratory on the main campus of a large public university located in the Southeast. Upon arrival, participants were introduced to their experimenter, surroundings, and planned activities via scripted dialogue. Participants were then asked to complete an informed consent form. After completing the informed consent form, participants were asked to complete a demographics questionnaire and risk taking measure.
Each participant then completed a self-paced computer-based training session that lasted approximately ten minutes. The purpose of this training module was to impart knowledge about Texas Hold’em poker and to familiarize participants with the Texas Hold’em poker simulation that was used later in the study. Following the training session, participants were asked to complete a traditional multiple choice test of declarative knowledge. Next, participants were randomly assigned to complete one of the two versions of the SJT (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) used in the present study. Afterwards, each participant was asked to participate in a moderate fidelity computer-based simulation of Texas Hold’em poker. At the conclusion of the simulation, participants were fully debriefed and any questions or issues which arose during the experiment were addressed via a two-way dialogue.

Performance Context

As noted in the conceptual foundation section, the present study was characterized by several demand characteristics which served to constrain the motivational choices of participants and thereby helped foster a maximum performance context. In maximum performance contexts, the volitional choices of participant motivation including: (1) the choice to engage in effort, (2) the choice of what level of effort to expend, and (3) the choice to persist with effort, are constrained (Sackett et al., 1988). Sackett and colleagues’ assert that each of these three motivational choices is constricted by a corresponding demand characteristic present in maximum performance contexts including: (1) an awareness of being evaluated, (2) the receipt and acceptance of instructions to maximize effort, and (3) a limited time frame in which an individual can maintain a high level of effort (Sackett et al.).

Each of the three above noted demand characteristics were present in the proposed experiment. For example, participants were consciously aware they were being evaluated as part
of their participation in the laboratory-based experiment. Moreover, participants were instructed to maximize their effort. In an effort to help ensure instructions to maximize effort were accepted, participants were informed that the top performing individual would be rewarded with an Apple iPod©. Finally, the poker simulation lasted no longer than 10 minutes, a limited time frame in which participants could energize and maintain a high level of effort.

Evidence for the establishment of a maximum performance context was collected from a variety of sources. For instance, participants had to make an effort to arrive at the campus locale the study was conducted at on time. Also, experimenter reports suggest that each participant expressed excitement about the opportunity to win an Apple iPod©. Moreover, all participants who started the approximately one hour long study finished it, evidencing their persistence. Given this evidence, it seems reasonable to assume that the motivational choices of participants were constrained, and a maximum performance context was created, in the present study.

Predictor Measures

Three predictor measures were used in the present research study; a traditional multiple-choice test of declarative knowledge, a self-report measure of risk taking, and an SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge of Texas Hold’em poker. Participant’s aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes were objectively indexed as peak performance criteria.

The traditional multiple-choice declarative knowledge test was comprised of seven items. Each of these items included a single sentence item stem and four response options. This assessment tool was administered to participants after they completed the computer-based training module but prior to the Texas Hold’em poker simulation. Participant’s responses to the
items of this test were scored as either correct or incorrect. One point was awarded for a correct response. Participant’s correct responses were summed to calculate their scale score.

A self-report paper-and-pencil measure of risk taking was also included in the present study (see Goldberg, Johnson, Eber, Hogan, Ashton, Cloninger, & Gough, 2006). The risk taking measure was obtained from the archives of the International Personality Item Pool, a scientific collaboratory for the development of personality and individual difference measures (see http://ipip.ori.org). The risk taking measure included 10 items, each of which was presented on a 7 point Likert scale. This measure was administered to participants after they completed the demographics questionnaire but prior to the start of the computer-based training module.

The forced-choice SJT used in the present study consisted of 6 items with 3 response options per item. These items were presented in a paper-and-pencil format. Item stem consisted of a paragraph long hypothetical Texas Hold’em poker situation. The SJT was designed via a construct oriented approach as described in the construct validity section above. A multiple correct answer scoring scheme was used with the SJT. Participants received 3 points for choosing the response designated as most effective, 2 points for choosing the next most effective response option, and 1 point for choosing the least most effective response option. Three subject matter experts were consulted to determine the relative effectiveness of the response options.

Two versions of the SJT were created, one with ‘Should Do’ response instructions and the other with ‘Would Do’ response instructions. The response instructions of the ‘Should Do’ SJT asked participants to identify the response option that they should do in terms of an optimal response to the posed scenario. A should do approach has been widely used in research investigating SJTs (e.g., Phillips, 1993; Reynolds, Winter, & Scott, 1999; Strong & Najor, 1999; Weekley & Jones, 1997). In contrast, the response instructions of the ‘Would Do’ SJT asked
participants to identify the option they *would do* in terms of the response they would actually choose in response to the posed situation. A ‘Would Do’ approach was used by Bruce and Learner (1958) to develop a supervisory practice test.

The SJT used in the present study was designed to measure knowledge of Texas Hold’em poker. The construct domain measured by the SJT was conceptualized as multidimensional, comprised of both declarative and strategic knowledge. Declarative knowledge is knowledge about performance relevant tasks and behaviors (Campbell et al., 1993). The SJT was used to scale participant declarative knowledge of basic facts about Texas Hold’em poker like which hands are superior to other hands. Moreover, the scenarios comprising the SJT were designed so that respondents needed an understanding of why particular actions were appropriate in order to receive the maximum amount of points for a given item. Thus, the SJT used in the present study was also designed to scale participant’s strategic knowledge (see Bell & Kozlowski, 2002).

The SJT used in the present study was designed to measure knowledge because prior taxonomic efforts and empirical research findings suggest knowledge is one of the three proximal antecedents of task performance (Campbell, 1990). In fact, some have argued that it is likely most SJTs used in organizational settings as part of broader talent selection, development, or retention initiatives contain a knowledge component (Schmidt, 1994; Schmidt & Hunter, 1993). Thus, designing the SJT used in this research to measure knowledge is consistent with prior assertions that most SJTs assess knowledge.

In order to generate some initial empirical support the newly developed SJT, both versions of it were piloted in a small sample ($N = 10$) of incumbents at an applied research institute in the Southeast using a within subjects design. The results of this preliminary analysis indicated that both the ‘Should Do’ ($r = .705$) and ‘Would Do’ ($r = .730$) SJT versions had
acceptable levels of internal consistency reliability for research purposes. While preliminary, this evidence provided initial support for the assertion that the SJT measured knowledge of poker. These initial estimates were used to revise and tailor the SJT for use in the present study.

Criterion Domain & Indices

In the present study, decision making performance outcomes were captured during a moderate fidelity Texas Hold’em poker simulation. Researchers have defined decision making as “the ability to gather and integrate information, use sound judgment, identify alternatives, select the best solution, and evaluate the consequences” (Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, & Volpe, 1995, p. 346). In a Texas Hold’em poker game, decision making is an unfolding process whereby a decision maker draws upon his or her knowledge to diagnose and capitalize on presented opportunities by allocating financial resources. The goal of the decision maker in a poker game is to maximize one’s monetary winnings while minimizing exposure to losses.

Effective decision making in Texas Hold’em poker demonstrates job-specific task proficiency (see Campbell, McCloy, Oppler, & Sager, 1993). Job-specific task proficiency is one of eight factors which have been argued to comprise individual performance. Campbell and colleagues’ suggest individual performance can be represented via a hierarchical taxonomy. At the highest level of this taxonomy, performance is comprised of eight factors including: job-specific task proficiency, non-job-specific task proficiency, written and oral communication proficiency, demonstration of effort, maintenance of personal discipline, facilitation of peer and team performance, supervision/leadership, and management/administration.

The first factor in this taxonomy of performance, job-specific task proficiency, represents the level of proficiency with which an individual can perform the substantive technical tasks that distinguish the core content of one job from another. As noted by Campbell “The question of
how well individuals can do such tasks is meant to be independent of their level of motivation…” (1990, p. 709). Thus, the only opportunity to meaningfully assess job-specific task proficiency is when an individual’s volitional choices are constrained (i.e., in a maximum performance context), such as in the present study.

The two criteria included in the present research objectively indexed participant’s aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes. The aggregate performance outcome indexed the total amount of money each participant had at the end of the poker simulation. The average performance outcome indexed the total amount of money each participant had at the end of the simulation divided by the nine hands that were completed by all participants. Both of these dependent variables were the outcomes of several sequential maximum decision making performance episodes.
CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS

The results are organized around 6 subsections: (1) data screening, (2) scale descriptive statistics, (3) internal consistency reliability, (4) construct validity, (5) criterion-related validity, and (6) test fairness. The statistical analyses were generated using SPSS© version 12.0 for Windows©. A majority of the hypotheses advanced in the present experiment dealt with the interactions amongst independent variables when predicting dependent variables. These hypotheses were tested via the use of moderated multiple regression (MMR) analysis. MMR analysis was used to determine if SJT response instructions moderated the relationships between: (1) declarative knowledge and SJT scores, (2) risk taking and SJT scores, (3) SJT scores and an aggregate performance outcome, and (4) SJT scores and an average performance outcome. Moreover, MMR was also used to determine if gender and/or ethnicity moderated the relationships between SJT scores and both aggregate and average performance outcomes.

Data Screening

Prior to hypothesis testing, the data were screened for errors, missing data, and outliers. Each successive entry into the computerized data file was compared against the original data provided by participants. In this manner, 100% of the data was visually checked. During this process, two data entry errors were identified and corrected. The range of data values were also examined to ensure that all entries were within acceptable limits. All values were within range.

Next, the data set was screened for missing data. Three variables were identified as having missing data in the data set. Specifically, one case was missing ‘Should Do’ SJT data, one case was missing ‘Would Do’ SJT data, and two cases were missing average performance data. All of these missing values were randomly dispersed across different variables and cases.
and thus all cases with missing data were dropped from subsequent analyses per the recommendation of Tabachnick and Fidell (2001).

The final step of data screening was conducted to identify and treat cases with a univariate outlier (i.e., an extreme value on one variable). As recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001), outliers were identified by inspecting histograms and by identifying standardized scores in excess of 3.29. Three cases were found to have a univariate outlier value on the traditional test of declarative knowledge (-3.51, -3.51, -3.51). One case was found to have a outlier value on the risk taking measure (3.43). Six cases were found to have an outlier value on the aggregate performance measure (-3.87, 4.02, -3.55, -3.72, 4.02, 4.02). Two cases had an outlier on the average performance measure (-5.08, -3.29). After cases with missing data and univariate outliers were dropped, complete data were available for: 105 participants for the declarative knowledge test, 107 participants for the risk taking measure, 51 participants for the ‘Should Do’ SJT, 55 participants for the ‘Would Do’ SJT, 102 participants for the aggregate performance variable, and 104 participants for average performance variable.

The participants in the present study were instructed to do their best in the Texas Hold’em poker simulation in terms of maximizing their monetary winnings without taking unnecessary risks. It seems 6 of the 108 participants made unnecessarily large wagers (i.e., went all in) during a single hand of the nine card hands played during the simulation. These large wagers meant that they either lost most, if not all, of their allotted $5,000 in a single hand, or that their opponent lost most, if not all, of their money in a single hand. Because this type of betting was not consistent with the instructions provided to participants, the 6 outliers were deleted from subsequent analyses involving the aggregate performance measure and the 4 outliers were deleted from subsequent analyses involving the average performance measure. Because these
values were so far outside the range of the remainder of the performance values, their inclusion would serve to distort statistical inferences about the variables measured in the present study (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003; Stevens, 1984).

Scale Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics and variable intercorrelations were calculated for the tests and measures used in this study (see Table 1). Specifically, means, standard deviations, internal consistency reliability estimates, and variable intercorrelations are presented in Table 1. Internal consistency reliability estimates are discussed in the next subsection. Indices of skew and kurtosis are not presented in Table 1. Of note, however, neither the ‘Should Do’ (-.106) or ‘Would Do’ (.001) SJT distributions were significantly skewed. The kurtosis was -1.119 for the ‘Should Do’ SJT and .045 for the ‘Would Do’ SJT. The observed means were similar for the ‘Should Do’ (M = 12.90) and ‘Would Do’ (M = 12.15) SJTs. Moreover, the standard deviations of the ‘Should Do’ (SD = 2.435) and ‘Would Do’ (SD = 2.094) SJTs were also similar.

Neither the ‘Should Do’ SJT version (r = .180, p ≥ .05) or the ‘Would Do’ SJT version (r = .161, p ≥ .05) was significantly correlated with declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple choice test. In contrast, both the ‘Should Do’ SJT version (r = -.254, p ≤ .05) and the ‘Would Do’ SJT version (r = -.369, p ≤ .05) were correlated with risk taking. One apparent difference in the nomological network of the two SJT versions was their respective relationships to both aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes. For example, participant scores on the ‘Should Do’ SJT version were more predictive of the aggregate maximum performance outcome (β = .478, p ≤ .01) than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores (β = -.158, p ≥ .05). Similarly, the ‘Should Do’ SJT was more predictive of the average maximum performance outcome (β = .346, p ≤ .01) than the ‘Would Do’ SJT (β = -.048, p ≥ .05).
Internal Consistency Reliability

In the present study, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was used to estimate the internal consistency reliability for the risk taking questionnaire (.776), declarative knowledge test (.494), ‘Should Do’ SJT (.546), and ‘Would Do’ SJT (.348). The low internal consistency reliability estimate for the declarative knowledge test is not surprising, given that this tool was only comprised of seven items and there was a low standard deviation ($SD = .964$) on this scale in this sample. The internal consistency reliability estimate for the ‘Should Do’ SJT (.546) is similar in magnitude to the estimate for the ‘Should Do’ SJT (.520) provided by Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003). Conversely, the internal consistency reliability estimate for the ‘Would Do’ SJT (.348) used in the present study is somewhat smaller in magnitude than the estimate for the ‘Would Do’ SJT (.570) investigated by Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003). The internal consistency estimates for both the ‘Should Do’ and ‘Would Do’ SJTs are likely low because these tests only used 6 items. This issue, and the others noted above, are expounded upon in the discussion section.

Construct Validity Evidence

The first hypothesis examined in this study stated declarative knowledge would interact with SJT response instructions when predicting participant SJT scores such that declarative knowledge was more predictive of ‘Should Do’ SJT scores than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores. Specifically, it was asserted that SJT response instruction type (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) would moderate the relationship between declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple-choice test and SJT scores such that declarative knowledge would explain more variance in ‘Should Do’ SJT scores than in ‘Would Do’ SJTs. The results of MMR analysis which was used to determine if SJT response instructions moderated the relationship between declarative knowledge and SJT scores did not support hypothesis 1. Specifically, when SJT
scores were regressed on declarative knowledge ($\beta = .142, p \geq .05$), response instructions ($\beta = .137, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = .040, p \geq .05$), a multiple correlation of .237 was obtained. The overall F test ($F_{(3,99)} = 1.967, p \geq .05$) and specific t-tests for the beta weights were not significant. Thus, hypothesis 1 was not supported in the present study.

The second hypothesis tested in this study stated risk taking would interact with SJT response instructions when predicting participant SJT scores such that risk taking was more predictive of ‘Would Do’ SJT scores than ‘Should Do’ SJT scores. In other words, it was expected that SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) would moderate the relationship between risk taking scores and SJT scores. The results of MMR analysis conducted to determine if SJT response instructions moderated the relationship between risk taking and SJT scores failed to support hypothesis 2. When SJT scores were regressed on risk taking ($\beta = -.375, p \leq .05$), response instructions ($\beta = .166, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = .101, p \geq .05$), a multiple correlation of .352 was obtained. The overall F test ($F_{(3,101)} = 4.752, p \leq .05$) and t-test for the risk taking beta weight were significant but the beta weights for the moderator and interaction terms were not. Thus, hypothesis 2 was not supported in this study.

Criterion-related Validity Evidence

The third hypothesis tested in this study stated that knowledge measured by the SJT would interact with SJT response instructions when predicting aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes such that ‘Should Do’ SJT scores are more predictive of peak performance criteria than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores. Specifically, it was expected that SJT response instructions (i.e., ‘Should Do’, ‘Would Do’) would moderate the relationship between SJT scores and both aggregate and average maximum performance criteria. The results of MMR analyses conducted to determine if SJT response instructions moderated the relationship between
knowledge as measured by the SJT and ‘can do’ performance supported hypothesis 3. When the aggregate maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores (\(\beta = -.210, p \geq .05\)), response instructions (\(\beta = -.116, p \geq .05\)), and the interaction term (\(\beta = .399, p \leq .05\)), a multiple correlation of .295 was obtained. The overall F test (\(F_{(3,96)} = 3.041, p \leq .05\)) and t-test for the interaction term beta weight were both significant. This suggests SJT scores interacted with response instructions when predicting the aggregate maximum performance outcome such that ‘Should Do’ SJT scores (\(\beta = .478, p \leq .05\)) were more predictive of peak performance than ‘Would Do’ SJT scores (\(\beta = -.158, p \geq .05\)), even though both SJTs had identical item content and the same response alternatives. This evidence supported hypothesis 3.

The second part of hypotheses 3 was concerned with the prediction of the average maximum performance outcome via participant SJT scores. When the average maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores (\(\beta = -.049, p \geq .05\)), response instructions (\(\beta = -.227, p \leq .05\)), and the interaction term (\(\beta = .288, p = .05\)), a multiple correlation of .323 was obtained. The overall F test (\(F_{(3,98)} = 3.810, p \leq .05\)) and the specific t-tests for the moderator and interaction terms were significant. This suggests that SJT scores interacted with response instructions when predicting the average maximum performance outcome such that the ‘Should Do’ SJT (\(\beta = .346, p \leq .05\)) was more predictive of peak performance than the ‘Would Do’ SJT (\(\beta = -.048, p \geq .05\)), even though both SJTs had identical item content and the same response alternatives. This evidence also supported hypothesis 3.

The fourth hypothesis tested in this study stated that knowledge as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT version would account for incremental variance in maximum decision making performance outcomes beyond that explained by declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple-choice test. It was expected that ‘Should Do’ SJT scores would explain
incremental variance in both the aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes. This hypothesis speaks to the ‘value added’ of using SJTs as assessment tools. In order to test this hypothesis, two multiple regression analyses were conducted, one for each of the dependent variables of concern. The results of the first of these two analyses suggested knowledge as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT ($\beta = .510, p \leq .05$) accounted for 25% incremental variance in the aggregate maximum performance outcome variable beyond that already explained by declarative knowledge ($F_{\Delta(2,43)} = 7.207, p \leq .05$). Similarly, knowledge as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT ($\beta = .342, p \leq .05$) accounted for 11% incremental variance in the average maximum performance outcome variable beyond that already explained by declarative knowledge ($F_{\Delta(2,46)} = 2.931, p \leq .05$). This evidence supports hypothesis 4.

Test Fairness

The sixth hypothesis tested in this study was investigated on an exploratory basis to help determine whether the SJT used in the present study was fair for various gender (i.e., female vs. male) and ethnic-based (i.e., majority vs. minority) subgroups according to Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness. The sixth hypothesis stated that SJT scores would interact with gender and ethnicity when predicting maximum decision making performance outcomes such that the slopes would be different for the focal and reference groups studied.

To test the above assertion, the aggregate maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores ($\beta = .115, p \geq .05$), gender ($\beta = .075, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = -.095, p \geq .05$). The overall F test ($F_{(3,96)} = .479, p \geq .05$) and the specific t-tests for the moderator and interaction terms were not significant. When the average maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores ($\beta = .054, p \geq .05$), gender ($\beta = .163, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = .069, p \geq .05$), the overall F test ($F_{(3,98)} = 1.629, p \geq .05$) and specific t-
tests for the beta weights were not significant. Thus, the results of these two MMR analyses suggested that gender did not moderate the relationship between SJT scores and either aggregate or average maximum performance outcomes.

The second part of hypotheses 5 was concerned with whether ethnicity moderated the relationships between SJT scores and peak performance criteria. To test this assertion, the aggregate maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores ($\beta = -.073, p \geq .05$), ethnicity ($\beta = .119, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = .148, p \geq .05$). The overall F test ($F_{(3,96)} = .825, p \geq .05$) and the specific t-tests for beta weights were not significant. When the average maximum performance outcome variable was regressed on SJT scores ($\beta = .062, p \geq .05$), ethnicity ($\beta = .086, p \geq .05$), and the interaction term ($\beta = .062, p \geq .05$), the overall F test ($F_{(3,98)} = .834, p \geq .05$) and specific t-tests for the beta weights were still not significant. Thus, the results of these two MMR analyses suggested that ethnicity did not moderate the relationship between SJT scores and either aggregate or average maximum performance outcomes. This evidence, and that presented above, does not support hypothesis 5.
CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to generate construct validity evidence for an SJT in a maximum performance context in order to extend prior mixed research results and provide actionable guidance for the development and use of SJTs. A PRPR model (Ployhart, 2006) and criterion theory (Campbell, 1990) were leveraged to craft research questions and specify five hypotheses about the validity of an SJT. The PRPR model suggests there are multiple individual, methodological, and contextual factors which impinge upon the latent cognitive response processes that respondents engage in each time they respond to an SJT item. It is important to understand, model, and control these factors when examining the validity of multidimensional assessment tools like SJTs because they can lead to systematic measurement error that provides an alternative explanation for the relationships observed in validity studies.

The PRPR model suggests a test score is the outcome of a psychological process, a point ignored by most validation research that focuses strictly on scale scores and the relationships between them. The present study did not directly measure or manipulate the latent response processes that give rise to a response to an SJT item, but it did consider one of the myriad of factors that impinge upon these processes, response instructions. According to the PRPR model, response instructions contribute a contaminating source of variance to SJT scores because when response instructions change, so do the primary determinants of the response processes respondents engage in when answering an SJT item (see Appendix C). Because the determinants of the cognitive processes test takers engage in when formulating responses to SJT items change when response instructions change, instructions can ultimately affect the psychometric properties of, and construct validity evidence for, SJTs (Ployhart & Ehrhart, 2003). Thus, the PRPR model provided a framework for collecting and interpreting construct validity evidence for the new SJT.
Given the tenets of the PRPR model, it was expected that part of the total variance in SJT scores would be ‘true score’ variance, attributable to individual differences in the constructs that the SJT was designed to measure (i.e., declarative and strategic knowledge). In addition, response instructions were expected to contribute a contaminating source of systematic error variance to participant SJT scores via their influence on the proximal determinants of the response processes that respondents engage in when answering SJT items. According to the PRPR model, ‘Should Do’ response instructions trigger response processes that are primarily driven by respondent knowledge of what ought to be done in response to a posed scenario, whereas ‘Would Do’ instructions primarily trigger personality driven response processes (see Appendix C). This line of thinking suggests systematic variance in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores may reflect both the constructs the SJT was designed to measure (e.g., declarative and strategic knowledge) and other constructs it was not meant to measure (e.g., personality characteristics).

Based on the tenets of the PRPR model, differences were expected in the psychometric properties of, and validity evidence for, the ‘Should Do’ and ‘Would Do’ SJTs. The findings of the present study largely confirmed these expectations. For instance, noticeable differences existed between the estimates of internal consistency reliability for the ‘Should Do’ (.546) and ‘Would Do’ (.348) SJTs. These estimates are low as compared to conventional standards; likely because both tests were comprised of only six items, but their difference in magnitude is striking given that both SJT versions were comprised of identical item content and response alternatives. An explanation for this difference in reliability is provided by the PRPR model. The PRPR model suggests that ‘Would Do’ instructions invoke personality driven response processes which culminate in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores that reflect the declarative and strategic knowledge the SJT was designed to measure, as well as construct irrelevant personality characteristics. If systematic
variance due to personality was reflected in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores, then this variance would contribute to the heterogeneity of the construct domain measured by this test and thus it would have a lower estimate of internal consistency reliability than the ‘Should Do’ SJT which measured a relatively more homogenous construct domain.

In addition to differences in the psychometric properties of the SJTs, the PRPR model suggested that differences in the validity evidence for two SJT versions would exist because of their response instructions. In regards to this issue, the findings of the present study suggested there were differences in the criterion-related validity of the ‘Should Do’ and ‘Would Do’ SJTs. The results of MMR analyses suggested that response instructions moderated the relationships between SJT scores and both aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes. Specifically, SJT scores interacted with SJT response instructions such that the ‘Should Do’ SJT version was more predictive of both peak performance criteria. It seems the systematic error variance attributable to personality in ‘Would Do’ SJT scores may have ultimately served to attenuate the criterion-related validity of this test with the peak performance criteria included in the study. This is likely because effectiveness in maximum performance contexts is ability rather than volitionally driven.

Of note, however, the evidence generated by the present study in support of the core tenets of the PRPR model is not entirely unequivocal. Specifically, the results of MMR analyses suggested the relationships between declarative knowledge and SJT scores, and risk taking and SJT scores, were not contingent upon SJT response instructions. Moreover, contrary to expectations fueled by the PRPR model, both the ‘Should Do’ and ‘Would Do’ SJT versions used in the present study were fair for gender (i.e., female vs. male) and ethnic-based (i.e., majority vs. minority) subgroups according to Cleary’s (1968) definition of test fairness.
In sum, the findings of the present study suggested response instructions moderated the criterion-related validity evidence for an SJT that was designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge. These findings bolster prior research findings that suggested response instructions affected the nomological network of SJTs. The findings generated by the present study also complement prior findings from research examining SJT response instructions in typical performance contexts. Collectively, the findings from this line of research underscore the fact that response instructions are not arbitrary; they must be valid for the manners in which they are applied (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999). Response instructions must be aligned with the purposes of measurement, the constructs measured, and the context of measurement. Ignoring this caveat can produce a response instruction method effect or systematic measurement error that provides an alternative explanation for the relationships observed in validity studies.

In addition to extending prior empirical findings on response instructions, and generating evidence in support the core tenets of the PRPR model, the findings of the present study also hold implications for the use of SJTs in talent selection contexts. Specifically, the present study investigated both the upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient associated with the use of SJTs in talent selection contexts, and the incremental variance in performance outcomes that can be explained by SJTs beyond that already accounted for by declarative knowledge as measured by a traditional multiple choice test. This kind of information is important to stakeholders who use SJTs in human capital initiatives in the workplace. For example, the upper-bound validity coefficient for the use of SJTs is important because it is a primary factor in determining the practical economic value or utility of SJTs as measurement methods. Moreover, the incremental variance in criteria accounted for SJTs speaks to their ‘value added’ as assessment tools.
In regards to economic considerations, meta-analytic research findings suggested SJTs can have utility as assessment tools (see McDaniel et al., 2003). Of note, however, the primary studies included in prior meta-analyses were largely subject to the problems inherent to using subjective ratings of typical performance as the primary operationalizations of the dependent variables investigated. As noted in the conceptual foundation section, the use of subjective ratings of typical performance criteria can result in lower validity coefficients for assessment tools. If the findings of prior studies have underestimated the validity of SJTs, then utility estimates based on these findings will also be downwardly biased; as the utility of an assessment tool is directly proportional to its predictive validity coefficient (Schmidt et al., 1979).

One byproduct of investigating the criterion-related validity of an SJT when its response instructions are manipulated, and maximum decision-making performance outcomes are objectively measured, is that a closer approximation of the upper-bound validity coefficient associated with the use of SJTs in talent selection contexts was established. The validity coefficient provided by the present study is a more accurate estimate of the upper-bound of the validity coefficients associated with the use of SJTs in selection contexts because “…‘should do’ responses would better predict tightly controlled simulations that represent ‘can do’ behavior of the same skill than they would predict other aspects of job performance or less tightly controlled on-the-job measures…” (Fritzsche et al., 2006, p. 22). Moreover, the estimate provided by the present study was based on predictor and criterion constructs that were purposively sampled from theories of performance which helped ensure the fidelity between these constructs. The findings of the present study suggested the uncorrected upper-bound criterion-related validity coefficient associated with SJTs in talent selection contexts is at least moderate to strong ($\beta = .478$). Thus, it seems, SJTs can have substantial utility as assessment tools.
The present study also examined the incremental variance in peak performance outcomes that was explained by an SJT designed to measure declarative and strategic knowledge beyond that already accounted for by declarative knowledge as measured by a traditional multiple choice test. This is an important issue to stakeholders who use SJTs in selection systems comprised of multiple assessment tools, because one of the oft noted advantages of SJTs is that they can explain incremental variance in occupational criteria over cognitive ability tests and personality measures. The present study also extended prior research by examining the incremental variance accounted for by an SJT beyond that explained by a traditional multiple choice test of declarative knowledge. This kind of information is important to SJT users because given their complexity, SJTs take longer and cost more to develop than traditional multiple-choice tests of knowledge.

The findings of the present study suggested declarative and strategic knowledge, as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT version, accounted for 25% incremental variance in the aggregate maximum decision making performance outcome variable beyond that already explained by declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple choice test. Moreover, declarative and strategic knowledge, as measured by the ‘Should Do’ SJT version, accounted for 11% incremental variance in the average maximum decision making performance outcome variable beyond that already explained by declarative knowledge as measured by the traditional multiple choice test. Collectively, these findings suggest SJTs that measure declarative and strategic knowledge can explain a sizable amount of incremental variance in organizationally valued criteria beyond that already explained by less expensive and readily available methods of measuring knowledge such as traditional multiple choice tests.
Limitations

The present study leveraged the PRPR model to examine the construct validity of an SJT in a maximum performance context. The PRPR model was used to craft hypotheses about the aggregate relationships between SJT scores and several independent and dependent variables. The PRPR model suggests that manipulations of SJT response instructions affect the proximal determinants of the response processes respondents engage in when responding to the items of assessment tools. Of note, however, the present study did not include any direct manipulations or measures of the proximal determinants of the response processes respondents engage in when answering items, or the response processes themselves. Thus, the findings from the present study only indirectly support the assertions of Ployhart’s (2006) PRPR model. Additional research is needed to directly test the assertions of the PRPR model and, thereby generate substantive validity evidence for an SJT, by directly examining the response processes of SJT respondents.

Another limitation of the present study is that it only included one kind of criterion, job-specific task proficiency. As noted by Campbell (1990), job-specific task proficiency is just one of many dimensions underlying job performance and it may not be the most important factor to effective performance. Thus, research is needed to extend the findings of the present study by examining the relationships between SJTs that are also designed to measure declarative and strategic and other specific facets and/or types of job performance. For example, research could address whether response instructions moderate the relationships between SJTs designed to measure specific constructs and contextual, team, and/or adaptive performance criteria. The results of this line of research would complement the current initiative which examined maximum performance criteria and prior research which examined typical performance criteria.
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION

An increasingly informed and litigious society has helped create an impetus for organizations to use professionally developed assessment tools in lieu of either outmoded or outlawed approaches when gathering information for their human capital initiatives. Although the options available to gather data are more limited and scrutinized, identifying exceptional performers is no less important, as these workers can accomplish up to twice as much as poor performers (Schmidt & Hunter, 1981). SJTs offer one means of balancing these concerns.

SJTs have proven useful for a variety of purposes and for a variety of reasons over the course of the 130 years they have been included in human capital initiatives; yet, some fundamental questions about their nature and appropriate uses are just beginning to garner serious attention. Questions about the constructs SJTs measure, why they measure them, and how these constructs fit within a nomological network of lawful relations, are being addressed by a new wave of individual differences studies, experiments, and meta-analytic initiatives. The findings from the studies have provided much needed insight about SJTs. The lessons learned from this line of research can be leveraged by users to better develop, structure, and score SJTs and thereby increase the construct validity evidence for, and utility of, these assessment tools.

The present study continued in this tradition by generating validity evidence for a newly developed SJT in a maximum performance context via the use of a between-subjects design. Validity evidence was generated for the SJT by leveraging the PRPR model to examine the constructs it purported to measure, the relationships between those constructs and other independent and dependent variables, and the role of its response instructions in moderating those relationships. In regards to this latter issue, a series of MMR analyses were conducted to determine if SJT response instructions moderated the relationships between: (1) declarative
knowledge and SJT scores, (2) risk taking and SJT scores, (3) SJT scores and an aggregate performance outcome, and (4) SJT scores and an average performance outcome. This approach allowed for the collection of validity evidence to support the new SJT, while concurrently providing a means to extend prior mixed research results, gather evidence to support the PRPR model, and generate actionable guidance for the development and use of SJTs.

The findings of the present study suggested response instructions played an important role in shaping the nomological network of the SJT examined. Specifically, SJT response instructions moderated the relationships between SJT scores and both aggregate and average maximum decision making performance outcomes. The findings of the present study also suggested that SJTs can account for large amounts of incremental variance in peak performance criteria and can provide a substantial dollar benefit or utility in talent selection contexts.
APPENDIX A: PREDICTOR RESPONSE PROCESS MODEL
Comprehension → Retrieval → Judgment → Response Selection → Response
APPENDIX B: DETERMINANTS OF PREDICTOR RESPONSE PROCESSES
Figure 2
Determinants of Predictor Response Processes
Adapted from Ployhart (in press)
APPENDIX C: RESPONSE PROCESSES INVOLVED WITH
WOULD DO AND SHOULD DO INSTRUCTIONS
Figure 3
Response Processes Involved with Would Do and Should Do Instructions
Adapted from Ployhart (in press)
APPENDIX D: TABLE 1 SCALE DESCRIPTIVES & INTERCORRELATIONS
Table 1

*Scale Descriptives & Intercorrelations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test/Measure</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Traditional Declarative Knowledge Test</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>.786</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.060</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Risk Taking Measure</td>
<td>41.04</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>.776</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-254</td>
<td>-369</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>-.027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ‘Should Do’ SJT</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>.546</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>.478</td>
<td>.346</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ‘Would Do’ SJT</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.348</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.158</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Aggregate Maximum Performance Outcome</td>
<td>4898</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Average Maximum Performance Outcome</td>
<td>4968</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Correlations that are statistically significant at $p < .05$ one tailed are bolded.
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